Museo arte contemporanea
di Morterone
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www.comune.morterone.lc.it

MORTERONE

Born in the middle of the 1980s with the aim of
presenting sculptures and paintings by both Italian and
foreign artists (originally thirty) on the territory of
Morterone, the smallest municipality in Italy, it is now
a real open air museum at the base of Mount Resegone.

0341531191

Museo
di Primaluna
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www.comune.primaluna.lc.it

PRIMALUNA

Situated in a ancient building the museum preserves objects of daily life in the rural Valsassina
of the end of the XIX century and of the beginning
of the XX century and illustrates the everyday
history and the way of living of this community.

0341 980253

Orto Botanico
di Valmadrera
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www.comune.valmadrera.lc.it

VALMADRERA

An authentic garden of aromatic and medicinal
plants, about 450, situated in the area already
used by the monks in the XVIII century as a botanical
garden for medicinal plants, the so-called Giardino
dei Semplici (Garden of the Simples).

Centro Culturale
Fatebenefratelli
0341 581960
0341 204531

Casa Museo
I Tre Tetti
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www.giorgiorivaopere.it

SIRTORI

With its unusual and maybe unique appearance, the
Tre Tetti Museum in Sirtori isn't an exhibition of works
of art, but it's only one single very complex work of
art. Landscape art, art of the light, architecture, sculpture,
painting, design freely mingle with poetry and music.

Piccolo Museo
della tradizione contadina
www.piccolomuseodibulciago.blogspot.it

The System of Museums
in the Province of Lecco
Twenty museums on the territory of the province of Lecco
to provide a new exciting opportunity to people of all age,
students, art and culture lovers and tourists.
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Thanks to the Sistema Museale della provincia di Lecco
(Network of the Museums of the province of Lecco), founded
on March 31st 2008, it is now easier to discover and know
the rich and different cultural heritage guarded in the
museums and collections throughout the territory. In
December 2009, Regione Lombardia recognized the Sistema
Museale della provincia di Lecco as “local museum network”
with base in the offices of the Culture Service, Cultural
Heritage, Identity and Traditions of Provincia di Lecco.
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Via Belvedere

The Network has the purpose of coordinating functions
and actions to promote the museums, their treasures and
the collections of the Lecco area in order to improve and
increase the quality and the variety of services offered to
citizens. The Network also promotes the interchange of
data, information and equipment between the Authorities
taking part in the project, therefore to promote the training
and updating of professional people in the different area
of the museums.
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BULCIAGO
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Local, public or private Authorities can join the Network
when they have museums or collections recognized by
Regione Lombardia.
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The Museo collects objects of daily life of
the local rural world. It illustrates the ways
of living and working typical of this area
at the end of the XIX century and at the
beginning of the XX century.

Via Parini
031 860121

Aia di Verderio
Museo contadino
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www.coverd.it

VERDERIO

The complex, once used as a corn drying kiln, was designed by the architect
Gaetano Besia from Domodossola in 1857. The structure had agricultural
purposes and the farmers used to spread the wheat in the yard to let it
dry in the sun. In 2004 the complex was bought and restored by the
Verderio family and was situated a museum devoted to rural lifestyle.

The distribution
of the Museums
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Via Sernovella 1
039 512487
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Sistema Museale della provincia di Lecco
Corso Matteotti, 3 - 23900 Lecco
Tel. 0341.295542 - Fax 0341.295463
www.sistemamuseale.it
sistemamuseale@provincia.lecco.it
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